San Francisco Wedding Photographer Offers
New 2020 Packages In SF Bay Area
January 13, 2020
San Francisco, California based Wedding Photography by IQphoto, an award winning studio, has
released a list of their 2020 Wedding Package offers. IQphoto offers some of the most popular
wedding photography and videography packages for those planning to hold their special events in the
SF Bay Area.
Founder and Principal Photographer Joseph Kohn says, “First of all, to those who are getting married,
congratulations. I love to work with those who really value privacy for their most cherished moments. I
will ensure that only the photos you approve appear online for your engagement and wedding
celebrations. I’m delighted to offer traditional wedding photography, editorial wedding photography, or
take a more documentary or photo-journalism approach, if you prefer, to those getting married at San
Francisco’s City Hall and elsewhere.”
They also offer Indian and other South Asian Wedding Photography, which are always exciting and
challenging for a photographer who wants to capture moments beyond the random candid moment or
portrait style. Modern alternatives such as video are included as well, in addition to artistic and
creative packages that capture the intensity of an Indian wedding.
Those who have chosen Wedding Photography by IQphoto are in good company, with over 300 5Star reviews on Google, Yelp and Facebook. They have also thrice been named the Best SF wedding
photographer by SFGate, the San Francisco Chronicle. Kohn continues, “Learning to work with
hundreds of guests to capture those perfect moments has forever changed the way we approach
each couple’s special moments. The very last thing I want any of our couples worrying about is which
photos appear online. Only about 1% of the most perfect photos are shown online for people around
the globe to see, because even some of our most cherished moments are still intensely private.”
The San Francisco Bay area photographer was recently featured on Street Insider in an article that
highlighted IQphoto’s ability to provide a one hour wedding package. This offer applies to the San
Francisco City Hall, one of the most beloved wedding venues in the SF Bay Area. In the article, Kohn
says, “We encourage you to take a look at the various samples found on our website. Here, you can
spot brides and grooms from every corner of the globe. We have photographed hundreds of
ceremonies in this majestic courthouse and yet it continues to inspire and intrigue us every time we
encounter its white-washed marble interiors that are jam-packed with one-of-a-kind and everchanging photo backdrops. Its fascinating dome, beautiful galleries and intricate walls always reveal
something new and visually stunning.”
With nearly two decades’ experience, IQphoto knows the best times of day to capture the perfect
moments, whether that is with the Goldengate Bridge in the background or just the right light (when it
is less crowded) to take amazing photos at SF City Hall. Their experience working with couples
directly as well as their wedding planners means that there is far less stress worrying about whether

there will be any perfect pictures on the day in question.
They encourage anyone looking for the best SF Wedding Photographer to read through the reviews
other couples have left online. For example, Laurel M. left a 5-Star review on Yelp that says, “Joseph
not only took astonishingly beautiful photographs of our SF City Hall wedding, but he nurtured us
through the entire process. He captured our emotions and put what we were experiencing into
photographs. Joseph is well-known to the entire SF City Hall staff and clearly liked and appreciated.
This is your man if you want to have photos that help you cherish your memories for a lifetime!”
Arnetta Conde, another client says, “Joseph is an amazing San Francisco City Hall wedding
photographer. He was so funny and knew just what to say to help me relax. He has a great eye and
knows how to give you direction to capture the perfect shot. I couldn't have found a better City Hall
photographer (note: I did contact some in SF Bay Area but wasn't impressed). My friends and family
all raved about the quality of the photos, which we surprisingly received in less than three weeks! Not
to mention the slideshow preview they sent, a week after the wedding, was a nice touch! Thank you
so much for the memories and making my special day extra special!”
Kohn responds, “It is always a privilege and a pleasure to be part of someone’s most intimate
moment. Meeting the family and friends of those who support a couple’s commitment to one another
is an honor for us. Helping everyone get the most precious pictures to enjoy for the rest of their lives
is our calling, after all. We will do our best to help everyone get the moments they may forget
otherwise, simply because there are so many perfect moments to capture on their big day.”
Those looking for a San Francisco wedding photographer are invited to learn more about Wedding
Photography by IQphoto and their packages on their website. Those who want to browse IQphoto’s
latest posts, news and announcements are welcome to follow them on Facebook, Instagram, and
Pinterest.
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